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Calendar-Year Returns
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Investment Strategy
The Payden Emerging Markets Corporate Bond Fund invests in a diversified portfolio of 
emerging-market corporate bonds. The fund invests in companies that are identified through 
extensive global industry and company analysis, consistent with our sovereign views. The fund 
maintains geographic diversification across Latin America, Europe and Asia. Most of our 
investments are U.S. dollar-denominated, but we also see attractive opportunities in select local 
markets.

Fund Highlights
» Emerging Market corporate focus - opportunistic exposure to sovereigns and quasi-

sovereigns
» Managed by Payden & Rygel with 20 years of experience managing emerging-market 

portfolios
» Corporate market expertise - dedicated credit analysts 

» Pure bond strategy - limited use of credit default swaps or distressed debt

» The value of an investment will generally fall when interest rates rise

FUND DESCRIPTION

CLASS: Investor

FUND INCEPTION: Nov 11, 2013

TICKER: PYCEX

CUSIP: 704329234

TOTAL NET ASSETS: $68.2 Million

INVESTMENT MINIMUM:B $5,000

IRA MINIMUM:B $2,000

DISTRIBUTIONS PAID: Monthly

DISTRIBUTIONS (LAST 12 MOS): $0.429

FUND STATISTICS

EFFECTIVE DURATION:C 4.3 Years

AVERAGE MATURITY: 7.8 Years

30-DAY SEC YIELD: 7.84%

30-DAY SEC YIELD:
(UNSUBSIDIZED)

7.52%

EXPENSES

TOTAL FUND OPERATING 
EXPENSES:

1.32%D

WITH EXPENSE CAP: 0.95%

PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT

Years of Experience

Kristin J. Ceva, PhD, CFA 34

Arthur Hovsepian, CFA 28

Alfred Giles, CFA 22

Zubin V. Kapadia, CFA 19

Quoted performance data represent past performance, which does not guarantee future results. Investment returns and principal value will
fluctuate, so investors' shares, when sold, may be worth more or less than their original cost. For the most recent month-end performance, which
may be higher or lower than that quoted, visit our website at payden.com or call 800 572-9336.
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PAYDEN EMERGING MARKETS CORPORATE BOND FUND

Role In Portfolio 
Appropriate for investors with long
investment time horizons who seek
diversification via corporate bonds issued
by emerging-market countries.

Investment Manager
Payden & Rygel has served the needs of
institutional and individual investors for
over a quarter century. We offer a full array
of investment strategies and products,
including equity, fixed-income and
balanced portfolios as well as open-end
mutual funds and offshore funds, to a
varied client base around the world. While
we have grown and expanded considerably
since our inception, we remain committed
to our mission of providing customized
investment management services that
focus on each client’s specific needs and
objectives.

Headquarters: Los Angeles
Founded: 1983
Assets Under Management: $149 billion
(as of 03/31/23)

Portfolio Characteristics & Market Commentary

SECTOR ALLOCATION CREDIT ALLOCATIONE DURATION ALLOCATION

Market

» Returns in emerging-markets (“EM”) debt were broadly positive in March. Market fluctuations around
financial stability concerns led to a tempering of expectations for the U.S. Federal Reserve’s terminal
rate, supporting duration and weakening the U.S. dollar. In that context, EM local bonds saw strong
gains, helped both by falling yields as well as appreciating currencies. EM sovereign and corporate hard-
currency bonds also benefited from this environment, though investment-grade rated issuers generally
outperformed high-yield rated issuers.

Outlook
» The outlook for fixed-income assets appears to be more balanced. Slowing inflation momentum, along

with recently uncovered financial sector risks, suggests that central bank tightening has reached late
stages. Barring further shocks, inflation readings should ease across EM countries during 2023, though
central banks may keep policy restrictive in the near-term, given uncertainty around the disinflation path.

» Higher interest rates and the waning post-pandemic demand recovery will likely lead to slower global
growth, overall. However, recent economic data show that China’s post-pandemic reopening may play a
counteracting role. This dynamic should support a stronger pace of EM growth relative to developed
markets.

» While we believe systemically important EM countries have navigated tighter liquidity conditions well, we
remain alert to the risks ahead. Hawkish policy by the U.S. Federal Reserve, a faster slowdown in
developed-market growth, and geopolitical risks, including the ongoing Russia-Ukraine conflict, may
continue to generate volatility.

» In our view, EM debt offers investors diversification benefits and attractive income. While the environment
calls for a selective approach, we believe many hard- and local-currency EM debt markets present
compelling opportunities.

Corporates 83%

Government/Gov't Related 9%

Money Markets 5%

Other 3%

AAA 5%

AA 3%

A 11%

BBB 45%

BB 26%

B 7%

CCC 2%

Unrated 1%

0-1 yr 14%

1-3 yrs 27%

3-5 yrs 27%

5-7 yrs 18%

7-10 yrs 7%

10+ yrs 7%

A Returns less than one year are not annualized. B The minimum initial investment may be modified for certain financial intermediaries that submit trades on
behalf of underlying investors. Paydenfund’s distributor may lower or waive the minimum initial investment for certain categories of investors at their discretion.
C Effective duration is a measure of the Fund’s price sensitivity to changes in interest rates. D Payden & Rygel has contractually agreed to limit Total Annual
Fund Operating Expenses After Fee Waiver or Expense Reimbursement to 0.95%. This agreement has a one-year term ending February 28, 2024. Please
note that the 0.95% expense level does not include Acquired Fund Fees and Expenses, interest, taxes, and extraordinary expenses. E Ratings are measured
on a scale that generally ranges from AAA (highest) to D (lowest) and are subject to change. Security ratings are assigned using the highest rating of Moody’s,
S&P, and Fitch.

For more information and to obtain a prospectus or summary prospectus, visit payden.com or call 800 572-9336. Before investing, investors should carefully
read and consider investment objectives, risks, charges, expenses and other important information about the Fund, which is contained in these documents.
Investment in foreign securities entails certain risks from investing in domestic securities, including changes in exchange rates, political changes, differences in
reporting standards, and, for emerging-market securities, higher volatility. Investing in high-yield securities entails certain risks from investing in investment-
grade securities, including higher volatility, greater credit risk, and the issues’ more speculative nature. The Paydenfunds are distributed through Payden &
Rygel Distributors, member FINRA.

FOOTNOTES


